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Description of the mismatch-specific, quantitative assay to study the effect of
GATC site distribution on daughter strand incision efficiency
To analyze daughter strand incision and excision efficiency in vitro, we adapted existing protocols to generate relaxed circular hemi-methylated DNA substrates (1) Homoduplex AT#1 was nicked inefficiently, especially at physiological ionic strength (150 mM KCl) and, dependent on protein concentrations, 15-30 times slower than nicking of GT#1 ( Figure S1D and E, Figure S2 ). Activity on homoduplex substrates has been described previously (2, 3) and might be linked to recognition of aberrant nucleotides incorporated by the T4 DNA polymerase during the primer extension reaction, to base modifications occurring during the purification of the substrates, to secondary structures, or to an intrinsic activity of the MMR proteins on substrates without a mismatch.
The efficiency of mismatch repair in vivo and in vitro depends on the number of hemi-methylated GATC sites, as well as on the distance between the mismatch and the nearest GATC site (4) (5) (6) . To investigate at which sub-step of the repair reaction this GATC site distribution exerts its effect, we compared incision activities of MutSLH on defined substrates with different numbers of GATC sites and different distances between mismatch and GATC site. Intuitively, one expects that finding 1 GATC site out of 15 on a 3.2-kb substrate will be faster than finding a single GATC site. Indeed we observe that at relatively low ionic strength (50 mM KCl) incision of GT#15 occured faster than incision of GT#2, which in turns was nicked faster than GT#1 (main Figure 1 left To investigate the influence of the distance between the mismatch and the nearest GATC site on the efficiency of daughter strand incision, we created two substrates in which we varied the position of the G/T mismatch relative to a unique GATC site (substrates GT#1 and GT#1b; main Figure 1C Figure S1E ), the duration of protein binding steps is minimized, and thus a putative delay caused by the communication between the mismatch and the GATC site can be studied ( Figure 1D ).
To investigate the effect of number and location of GATC sites on unwinding and excision efficiency, we created GT#2b, GT#15b, and versions of GT#1b with additional nicks introduced using the D10A nicking variant of Cas9 loaded with appropriate CRISPR and tracr-RNA ( Figure S1 and S10). Table S1 . Table S1 . ) for the first and the second nicking event, the observed rates (nM DNA min -1 ) for the first and the second nicking event at t=0, and the figure in which the particular experiment is presented.
[MutS] Supplemental Table S4 : Rates from fitting with unwinding model. Fits from the data shown in Figure 7 , S7 and S9, k 1 is the incision rate constant and k 3 the rate constant for unwinding/ degradation. 
